
Increase Your Impact on Climate Change: 
Join Us to Host an Online Climate Action Summit 

This is a volunteer opportunity that can lead to paid employment. 

We at Climate Solutions Advancement Network (ClimateSAN) are seeking volunteers to help 
us host an online Climate Action Summit to inspire and educate young people, who are 
concerned about climate change, about how they can increase their impact.  

Volunteer positions available:
a) Overall event planner and co-ordinator
b) Event host who introduces the influencer speakers and manages online Q & A 

sessions.
c) Event producer for video editing and scheduling
d) Environmental influencer researcher- research and communicate with leading 

environmental influencers online.
e) Sponsor and affiliate manager
f) Text and visual content editor

The goal of this summit is to increase the number of young people who push for action on 
climate change through the use of informative visuals (images and short videos) in a variety of 
ways including sharing them on social media.  

To host this summit and promote awareness of it, we plan to invite leading climate change 
influencers to outline their ideas and recommendations about how people can best advocate 
for action on climate change.   Through this summit, we hope that many young people will be 
inspired and invest some of their time to become known as climate change influencers in their 
respective communities.

Each influencer would be invited to provide a 1 to 15 minute video about what they 
recommend young people do to increase their impact.  As well, we plan to ask each of them to 
inform their audience (which includes many thousands of followers) about this summit and 
their planned presentation.  By engaging many social media influencers to provide their advice 
and promote the event to their followers, we expect the number of people viewing part or all of 
this online event will be substantial.

Mike Moll, who is also the founder of Social Media House, will provide strategic leadership for 
this summit. 

This planned Climate Action Summit is in addition to our plan to promote a news story idea to 
media outlets entitled "How the Youth Can Help Increase Popular Support for Action on 
Climate Change”.   It is part of our larger plans to Inspire & Empower the Youth to Increase 
Popular Support for Action on Climate Change.

If interested, please email us your CV at: cv1@climatesan.org
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